Hello! I am Symphony, a current second-year pre-med at the University of Chicago and I have spent the last ten weeks interning for MealFlour. These have been ten weeks filled with new experiences, cultures, and knowledge. The total amount of information that I learned during my experience with MealFlour is difficult to relay due its volume. Nevertheless, I was responsible with performing a wide variety of tasks weekly. These tasks included running social media accounts, compiling literature about edible insects, hiking to home visits, maintain mealworm farms, and more. Throughout each of these activities I was able to improve my skill sets and discover new ones along the way.

However, my time in Quetzaltenango did not solely consist of work. On the contrary, I took Spanish classes, learned Salsa dancing, traveled to surrounding cities, and was exposed to all the rich culture that Guatemala has to offer. All in all, this has been an unforgettable experience and I look forward to seeing the amazing things that MealFlour will do in the future.